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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LG SETS SIGHT ON TAKING TV MARKET SHARE LEAD
Smart TV and CINEMA 3DTM TV Will Play Key Role
LAS VEGAS, Jan. 4, 2011 – At the 2011 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas
today, the head of LG Electronics’ (LG) Home Entertainment Company revealed the
company’s plans for its TV business for 2011 and beyond.

LG has set a sales goal of 40 million flat panel TVs including Smart TVs, 3D TVs, and
LED-backlight LCD TVs in 2011. Its new Smart TVs will be especially important as the
company looks to be a leader in a segment that is set to take off this year. LG is also looking
to secure a big slice of the 3D TV market this year with its CINEMA 3D™ technology
having greatly reduced flicker and crosstalk to produce the company’s best 3D picture yet.

“The global TV market is in the middle of another sea of change, with Smart TVs promising
a new way to get all the shows, movies and online content at the touch of a button,” said
Havis Kwon, President and CEO of LG Electronics Home Entertainment Company.
“Innovation is what drives the TV business at LG and we are confident we can be a leader in
both Smart TVs and 3D TVs in 2011.”

The “Point, Click, Control, Simply Smarter” concept behind LG’s Smart TV makes this
television simple and intuitive for anyone to use. Home Dashboard and Magic Motion
Remote Control add to the already easy user experience and make it extremely easy to
access premium online content and download and use LG Apps. And Smart Share is LG’s
unique content sharing feature that works with USB, DLNA, and Media Link connections to
make it extremely easy to transfer content from any compatible digital device to the TV.
Through Smart Share, users can also take advantage of N-Screen, which lets them select
their preferred viewing environment.
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LG has high hopes that CINEMA 3D™ TV will account for two-thirds of the company’s
3D TV sales in the near future. Thanks to its Film Patterned Retarder (FPR) technology,
CINEMA 3D™ TV helps to optimize the separation of images for the left and right eye to
give viewers truly outstanding, blur-free and flicker-free 3D picture and a wide viewing
angle. What’s more, CINEMA 3D™ TV doesn’t require expensive battery-operated glasses.
The glasses of CINEMA 3D™ TV take images to new heights of brightness and clarity
unmated by any movie theatre and makes it more comfortable than ever for viewers to
enjoy 3D content in the company of family and friends.

LG also plans to further strengthen its range of premium and mid-range LED TVs as well
as its offerings of pen touch PDPs, multivision Plasma 3D TVs and Plasma TVs of screen
sizes of 50 inches or larger.

For more information and product images, please visit LG’s online press kit at
www.lgnewsroom/CES20ll.

###

About LG Electronics, Inc.
LG Electronics, Inc. (KSE: 066570.KS) is a global leader and technology innovator in consumer electronics, mobile
communications and home appliances, employing more than 80,000 people working in 115 operations including 84
subsidiaries around the world. 2009 global sales of 55.5 trillion Korean won (USD 43.4 billion), LG comprises four
business units – Home Entertainment, Mobile Communications, Home Appliance, and Air Conditioning and Energy
Solution. LG is one of the world’s leading producers of flat panel TVs, audio and video products, mobile handsets, air
conditioners and washing machines. LG has signed a long-term agreement to become both a Global Partner of Formula
1™ and a Technology Partner of Formula 1™. As part of this top-level association, LG acquires exclusive designations
and marketing rights as the official consumer electronics, mobile phone and data processor of this global sporting event.
For more information, please visit www.lg.com.
About LG Electronics Home Entertainment Company
The LG Electronics Home Entertainment Company is a top global player in flat panel displays, audio players and video
products for the consumer and professional markets. LG's product areas include LCD and plasma televisions, home
theater systems, Blu-ray disc players, audio components and video players, and plasma display panels, among others.
While focusing on creating feature-rich devices, the company is also pursuing stylish designs and pushing technological
boundaries to improve the home entertainment experience.
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Media Contacts:
Seye Im, +82 2 3777 3631, lgpr@lge.com
www.lgnewsroom.com
Sally Lee, +1 206 619 1274, sally.lee@lge.com
www.lgnewsroom.com
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